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Abstract Developing reliable context-aware applications remains a big challenge,
even after a decade of research in this area. Usually a lot of code is required to han-
dle an application’s correct behavior in a variety of different situations. Along with
a growing amount of code, also increases the risk of programming errors that may
lead to an undesired behavior in particular situations. In this paper we present a do-
main specific language (DSL) for developing context-aware applications. It allows
creating context quality models which are transformed into software artifacts of the
final application. This code generation saves time and effort, and helps to ensure an
appropriate autonomic behavior at runtime in inherently uncertain situations.
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1 Introduction

Developing adaptive and proactive context-aware [2] systems is a complex process.
It is a big challenge to achieve a reliable behavior and quality of service (QoS) in a
variety of circumstances. Not only the implementation, but the whole design phase
should unambiguously describe how the system should operate in different situa-
tions. Software engineering techniques like Model Driven Development (MDD) can
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help to achieve this, using models at different levels of abstraction. These models
can be expressed using well-defined languages called Domain Specific Languages
(DSL) from which model transformations can generate code. This process saves
time and effort to develop the system.

Pervasive computing is typically highly sensor-driven, but all too often so called
smart context-aware systems wrongly assume that the information they retrieve
from context sensors in the surrounding is accurate and relevant. Sensors are prone
to noise and imperfections, and context information can be ambiguous. Having a
notion of context quality helps to select reliable context sources, to be confident
about a particular context situation, and to trigger appropriate proactive behavior.

The MDD approach has not been well exploited by the research community for
context quality modeling. With most tools mainly focusing on the business logic of
an application, it is very difficult to express specific context situations and context
quality requirements to define and restrict an application’s behavior.

MLContext is a DSL specially tailored to model context, which is part of an
MDD framework we are developing for context-aware systems [4]. In this work we
present an MLContext extension for context-quality modeling. With this extension,
to the best of our knowledge, it is the first DSL which lets the developer not only
model the context quality attributes but also the applications context quality require-
ments, keeping the context model details separated from the business logic details.
Another contribution is the domain analysis we carried out to define the quality
extension of MLContext. We have identified the most commonly used quality at-
tributes in the literature. We will also show how they can be combined to compute
context quality for aggregated contexts.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a survey of current related work
is presented. In section 3, the main issues related to the representation of context
quality are analyzed in order to identify the elements for our DSL. In section 4,
the DSL is presented by means of an example. We also explain how the context
and quality models can be used for computing context quality. Section 5 shows
automatic generation of code from these models. Finally, in section 6, we end this
paper with conclusions and opportunities for future work.

2 Related work

A UML-based structured model of context quality is presented in [10]. This ap-
proach provides quality parameters for sensor and context situations. It also includes
an aggregation model which describes aggregation of quality from sensor level to
context situations. These models are subjected to UML notation restrictions and
they can not specify in detail the context situations. Their aggregation model can
only specify which quality parameters are related to a context situation. This ap-
proach does not generate any code from the models. MLContext does not use a
separated aggregation model, as this kind of aggregation is implicit in our quality
model. This can be achieved by defining the quality requirements for each context
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Table 1 Quality attributes classification.
Data acquisition Data representation Data usage

precision accuracy units format believability relevance
location timeliness understandability aliases completeness availability
coverage range comparability

situation because they are related with the quality attributes of the sensors. Another
approach for modeling context situations without quality requirements is described
in [1]. The authors make a distinction between a model of the environment (which
represents concepts that are relevant to the system and their relationships) and a
model of context (which represents facts, made machine interpretable through this
model). The first model is defined by using an ontology, and the second by using
the Resource Description Framework (RDF). A context is represented in the form
of a triple (e.g. <Adrian, hasLocation, Room01>). This kind of representation has a
low level of abstraction, and the authors report difficulties to model some advanced
relationships for constraints such as ”close to”, which can be easily expressed using
MLContext.

3 Domain analysis on context quality modeling

When defining a DSL, a domain analysis is required to identify the main concepts of
the language and the relationships between them. We have analyzed several existing
approaches [6, 7, 8, 9] on context quality with the aim of extending MLContext
with constructs for modeling and measuring quality in a context. These approaches
organize quality parameters in several dimensions, but they do not consider that
quality issues at low level (i.e. sensor data) are different from those at higher levels
of context (i.e. relevance and ambiguity) [5].

In some cases we found an overlap of quality attributes belonging to different
dimensions, and even a different interpretation for the same quality attributes (e.g.
accuracy and precision). We classified in Table 1 the most common quality attributes
based on three categories: data acquisition, data representation and data usage. This
classification is simple and avoids overlap. Our context model can be extended to
include new quality attributes.

• Data acquisition: these are directly related to the sensors that captured the infor-
mation and must be defined at the sensor level.

• Data representation: these are used to specify acceptable representations of in-
formation that can be correctly interpreted.

• Data usage: these define the context of the data acquisition itself to decide if the
data is relevant.

As a result of this domain analysis, we have identified the following concepts:
entity, source of context, provider, situation. An entity could be any person, place,
physical or abstract object, or event relevant for the interaction between a user and
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an application (cfr. Dey’s definition of context [3]). The value of the properties of an
entity can be obtained from a source of context. This context source is attached to a
physical adapter or provider. A situation is a set of constraints on contextual facts,
i.e. context information, so that when these constraints are satisfied in the sensed
environment, the situation is said to occur [1]. For example, the health status of a
patient could be composed of his temperature, blood pressure and pulse with ‘the
patient is ill’ being described with a constraint ‘temperature > 37oC’. The aim of
this work is to compute the global quality of this context situation based on the
quality of the pieces of context information it is composed of.

We have identified these requirements to extend MLContext:

1. The DSL must allow to express the following:

• Quality attributes of context sources
• Quality requirements for context-aware applications
• Different context situations to support behavior variability in the design phase
• Composition of complex context situations with aggregation of simple ones

2. The DSL must support inference of quality for aggregated contexts.

4 A DSL for context-quality aware applications

In this section we show how to model context quality using our DSL by means of a
simple example. Let us suppose a user is in his car and he is trying to find an open
gas station (e.g. in a 1 Km radius). There are four steps in our process of modeling:
(1) Model entities, (2) Define sources of context, (3) Specify providers with qual-
ity attributes, and (4) Model context situations with quality requirements. We use
the MLContext syntax for steps (1) and (2), and the MLContext quality extension
presented in this paper for steps (3) and (4). The MLContext abstract syntax and
concrete syntax is explained in [4].

Step 1: We will model the entities now. Our context model has three entities: the
user, his car and the gas station. The complex context of the user is composed
of three simple contexts of personal, environment and physical type. The property
”name” has a constant value ”John” and is supplied by the user. The ”location” prop-
erty value can be obtained from the GPS of the mobile pda source of context. The
”time” property value can be obtained from the mobile pda source but also from
the system clock. The entity car has a simple context of environment type with a
property ”contains” expressing the fact that the user is in the car. The value of the
”location” property of the car can be obtained from the car GPS source of context.
Finally, for the gas station entity, we have modeled its ”location”, the ”opening”
and ”closing” times. We used the quality modifier to specify that the location value
is expressed in WGS84 format. The accuracy of ”0” expresses an exact value.
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contextModel example1 {
entity user {

personal { "name" : "John" }
environment { "location" source: mobile_pda }
physical { "time" source: mobile_pda, clock } }

entity car {
environment { "contains" : user

"location" source: car_GPS } }
entity gas station {

environment { "location" : "38.0237616129431, -1.17448434233665"
quality: "units:WGS84, accuracy:0"}

social { "opening_time" source: shops_system_service
"closing_time" source: shops_system_service} } }

Step 2: Due to space constraints we only show the mobile pda context source. The
interfaceID keyword is a provider ID. The methodName statements are used to spec-
ify how the information is retrieved from the provider. ”getLocation” and ”getTime”
are used to obtain the location of the user and the current time.

contextSource mobile_pda {
interfaceID : "01-02-03-0A"
methodName : "getLocation" {

supply: user.location
returnValue: "coordinates"}

methodName : "getTime" {
supply: user.time
returnValue: "string"} }

The keyword returnValue specifies the type (format) of the returned value. The
car GPS and clock sources are defined in a similar way and are attached to providers
”01-02-03-0B” and ”01-02-03-0C” respectively.
We need another model for steps (3) and (4) to specify the quality attributes of the
providers and the quality requirements for our application. This is an application
dependent model, so following an MDD approach we define it separately from our
context model.

Step 3: Each of the methods for supplying context information can have differ-
ent quality attributes. Provider ”01-02-03-0A” is linked to the mobile pda context
source. This provider can supply the location of the user (via GPS) and the current
time, through the methods ”getLocation” and ”getTime”. In this example, we have
specified quality attributes for both methods. The location information is expressed
in WGS84 units with a precision of 0.1E-12, but an accuracy of only 0.0064 (i.e. a
600m error approximately). The timestamp keyword indicates that this adapter can
supply the time instant of the measurement. For the ”getTime” method, we only
specify that it provides the time using the SystemTimeDate units. Provider ”01-02-
03-0B” is attached to the car GPS context source. It has the same precision as the
mobile pda but better accuracy (300m error approximately). The clock quality at-
tributes are defined in a similar way but not shown here.

provider "01-02-03-0A" {
location : user
method : "getLocation" { units : "WGS84" precision : "0.1E-12"

accuracy : "0.0064" timestamp }
method : "getTime" { units : "SystemTimeDate" } }

provider "01-02-03-0B" {
location : car
method : "getLocation" { units : "WGS84" precision : "0.1E-12"

accuracy : "0.0023" timestamp } }
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Fig. 1 Accuracy radius for the gas station’s location.

Step 4: We can now express the quality requirements for our specific context-aware
application. We are interested in finding a gas station near the user’s location. There-
fore, we can specify the following context situation:

situation open gas station is near {
#user.location == #gas station.location[accuracy="1", units="kilometers",

relevance="1.2"]
AND #user.time >= #gas station.opening time
AND #user.time <= #gas station.closing time }

The open gas station is near situation is based on three context facts, which are
specified by expressions concatenated by AND operators, so we compute the global
quality for this situation as the product of the quality value of each of them. The first
fact specifies that, if the user location and the gas station location are totally accu-
rate, we accept as valid any reported locations which differ at most one kilometer.
Of course, if the locations are not totally accurate, the quality of this context fact will
not be 100%. Relevance is also an important subjective quality requirement. The de-
veloper must be able to express that certain context information is more important
(relevant) than other ones and, therefore, its quality value has a higher contribution
to the global quality of the context situation. In this example, we can suppose that
it is more important to be sure about the distance from the gas station, because the
user is interested in reaching the gas station (perhaps due to a low fuel level) even if
he needs to wait until it is opened. The value of the relevance requirement is a factor
which amplifies the maximum difference between the real value and the reported
value of the location. By inspecting the models, the middleware knows it can obtain
the value of the user’s location property from the mobile pda source. The user is in
his car as may be inferred from the OWL-DL generated ontology, so the car GPS
can be added to the list of available sources for the user’s location property. In this
case, the middleware will choose the car GPS source because it has better accuracy.
Suppose the car GPS reports a 0,8 Km distance from the gas station (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 2 Model-based framework to generate software artifacts for context quality.

Any user’s location inside the 1 Km radius from the gas station will report a
100% of quality value but, there is a possibility that the user’s actual position is
outside the radius. The grayed zone of the accuracy circle for the car GPS meets
the requirements for the context situation we have defined. It represents a 83,33%
of the total surface. Therefore, the quality value reported by the middleware for this
fact might be 0,8333, but it is only 0,80 because of the relevance requirement.

The middleware can obtain the opening time for the gas station from the shops
system service. Let us suppose that this source provides the ”10:00” value for the
opening hour, with a 30 minutes accuracy. The current time (user.time) is ”10:22”,
so there is an 8 minutes interval in which the gas station might be closed. Therefore,
the quality of this context fact is 86,67%. The quality value for the last context fact
is 100% because current time is far from the closing time. The quality value reported
for the global context situation will be 0,80 x 0,8667 x 1 = 0,6934.

5 Automatic code generation

The MLContext engine automatically generates software artifacts of the context-
aware application from a context model. An OWL-DL ontology and Java classes
for context providers were generated for the OCP middleware as described in [4].
Whereas the generation of these Java classes was specific to OCP, the ontology
could be used by other middleware. In this paper, the ontology is used by the mid-
dleware to infer that the user is in his car and, therefore, the car GPS can be used to
obtain his position. An OWL class is created for each of the categories in the model
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and a DatatypeProperty for each of their properties, taking into account the inher-
itance hierarchy. When a property refers to other entities (relationship), we create
an OWL ObjectProperty. With regards to the MLContext quality model, a quality
framework has been defined which can be used to provide functionality related to
the quality management to any existing middleware. Fig. 2 shows a partial view of
this framework and the generated artifacts by the MLContext engine. This engine
automates the instantiation process by generating Java classes for each context sit-
uation. These classes implement the interface ContextQuality which has a quality
method for computing the quality value of the situations based on the quality of their
context facts. The evaluation of the quality of a context fact is performed by a Con-
textFact Evaluator. It uses a Difference Evaluator which calculates the maximum
difference between the required value of a context property and the expected value
from the context source. The framework also includes a UnitsConverter, which can
change from some units to others, and a SourceSelector for selecting the (most suit-
able) best context source to obtain the value of a context property if it has more than
one source. Fig. 3 shows an excerpt from the generated Java code for the example
presented in this paper.

public class open gas station is near implements IContextQuality { 
  private float CF1; //user.location == gas station.location 
  private float CF2; //user.time >= gas station.opening time 
  private float CF3; //user.time <= gas station.closing time 
 
  public open gas station is_near () { 
    ContextFactEvaluator CFE = new ContextFactEvaluator (); 
    List<QualityReq> LOFQR1 = new ArrayList<QualityReq> (); 
    LOFQR1.add(new QualityReq("accuracy",QualityToolsPackage.OPEQUAL,"1")); 
    LOFQR1.add(new QualityReq("units",QualityToolsPackage.OPEQUAL,"kilometers")); 
    LOFQR1.add(new QualityReq("relevance",QualityToolsPackage.OPEQUAL,"1.2")); 
    CF1=CFE.evaluate("user.location", 
                     "gas_station.location",QualityToolsPackage.OPEQUAL,LOFQR1); 
    CF2=CFE.evaluate("user.time", 
                     "gas_station.opening time",QualityToolsPackage.OPGREATE,null); 
    CF3=CFE.evaluate("user.time", 
                     "gas_station.closing time",QualityToolsPackage.OPLESSE,null); 
  } 
  public float quality () { 
    float QualityValue; 
    QualityValue=CF1*CF2*CF3; 
    return QualityValue; 
  }} 

Fig. 3 An excerpt from the generated Java code.

6 Conclusions and future work

In this work, we have presented a DSL specially tailored and designed for context
quality modeling following a MDD approach. It is platform independent, and the
application dependent aspects are defined in a separated model from the context
aspects, so the context model can be reused in different applications. The DSL al-
lows the developer to express not only objective quality attributes (like precision of
a source of context) but also subjective ones (like relevance of the context infor-
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mation). We have developed an editor, with syntax highlight and code completion.
We have also written some MOFScript transformations to automatically generate
an OWL-DL ontology and Java code from the context model. Another contribution
is the domain analysis we have performed in the designing of our DSL. We have
identified the most used quality attributes in the literature and their existing relation-
ships. As a future work we are planning to extend the code generation to different
middlewares and to use the context model for predicting context situations.
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